WOT ENGINE POWER PLOT

Kawasaki General purpose engine

Engine model/version: FXT00V/BS00
Engine serial number: A05119
Test/run number: 11

Diagram showing power output (hp) and torque (N·m) vs. RPM for the Kawasaki General purpose engine.
Kawasaki General Purpose Engine Gross Power Data According to SAE J1995
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Kawasaki General purpose engine

Engine model/version: FXT00V/BS00
Engine serial number: A05119
Test/run number: 12
Kawasaki General Purpose Engine Gross Power Data According to SAE J1995
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Kawasaki General purpose engine

Engine model/version : FXT00V/BS00
Engine serial number  : A05119
Test/run number      : 13
Kawasaki General Purpose Engine Gross Power Data According to SAE J1995
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Kawasaki General purpose engine

Engine model/version : FXT00V/BS00
Engine serial number   : A05120
Test/run number       : 18
WOT ENGINE POWER PLOT

Kawasaki General purpose engine

Engine model/version : FXT00V/BS00
Engine serial number  : A05118
Test/run number      : 21